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UNLV considers
Olscamp forjob
Jay Young
The BC News
The football team didn't make
it there, but University President
Paul Olscamp might be soon singing "Viva Las
Vegas."
Olscamp
received a call
Monday Informing him
that he is one of
four finalists
for the Job of
president at the
University of
Nevada-Las
Olscamp
Vegas. The call followed a weekend visit by Olscamp.
"I think he is everything we're
looking for in a president," said
Madison Graves, vice chairman
of the board of regents at UNLV.
"We're a growing university and
he would bring a lot of credibility
to our program."
Olscamp said he went to Las
Vegas casually interested in the
Job. He said if he is offered the
Job it will be a tough decision.
"I decided to go and take a
look, really out of curiosity and
I'm glad I did. I had a great
time," Olscamp said. "I had a lot
of fun and I found the University
very interesting."
Graves said they were given
Olscamp's name from a research
consultant who cited Olscamp's
experience.
"He's been there and he's done
everything you can do and that's
what we need at the University of
Nevada-Las Veens." Graves said.
"I think he is an excellent president."
While specifics of any deal
with Olscamp have not been discussed, Olscamp said money will
not be a key factor in his decison.
"The money is not as important
to me at this stage in my life as
having some interesting problems," Olscamp said. "Becoming
a college president doesnt matter much to me now. I've been
one for 20 years. What's important is some excitement and
some Interesting things to do to
occupy my time."
When UNLV first contacted
Olscamp he responded by telling
him that he would only be interested in something like a "five
year, no-cut, baseball contract."
Olscamp said that he told UNLV
officials that he Is interested in a

five year deal with a possible extension for two or three years.
"I don't want to stay on any
longer than that," Olscamp said.
"I do think all of the things that I
could do at UNLV could all be
started in that time, but not finished within that time."
Graves said he does not have a
problem with Olscamp's desire
for a shorter stay.
"I truly believe that a president should not sit at a university
for more than five to seven
years," Graves said.
Olscamp, who is divorced, said
his family will not play into his
decision.
"I'm very fortunate, my kids
are grown up and both of them
are on their own, so I only have to
worry about me," Olscamp said.
"All I got is my cat. Spice. She'll
go wherever I go."
If he does not take the Job as
president, Olscamp said he plans
on taking a one-year leave of absence from the University and
then returning to teach.
"I still find [teaching] very attractive,"Olscamp said. "It
would be a lot easier life than I
am leading now."
Graves said the four finalists
will be interviewed by the UNLV
Board of Regents and will visit
with members of the UNLV
community. An appointment is
expected to be made on Feb. 17.
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Seasonal Confusion
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Associate professor of Journalism, Dr. James Blssland throws a
monkey wrench into the semester syllabus of one of bis classes by

SamWlack
meeting outside of West Hall Tuesday afternoon. Sources say it
was Just to enjoy the winter day.

Clinton address urges change
Terence Hunt
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - In a political
drama unseen for 40 years.
President Clinton went before a
distrusting Republican Congress
Tuesday night and asked his political opponents to Join in giving
"I was initially suprised when I the American people "dramatic
learned about it. On reflection I change in our economy, in our
learned that I shouldn't be sur- government and in ourselves".
Looking back on the GOP elecprised," Barber said. "This is a
man that has had a very success- tion landslide last November as
ful career as a university presi- well as the 1992 vote that put him
dent, so of couse he's going to at- in the White House, Clinton said
in a nationally broadcast State of
tract other universities."
Barber said he was happy Ols- the Union address: "We didn't
camp is being presented with the hear America singing. We heard
America shouting. Now we must
opportunity.
say: We hear you. We will work
"I feel happy for him that there together to earn your trust."
Clinton was the first Democrat
might be other challenges for
him beyond the presidency of since Harry Truman to face a
Republican Congress, and the
Bowling Green," Barber said.
The other finalists are BUI White House viewed his speech
Shelton, president of Eastern as a crucial step In rebuilding his
Michigan University, Charles troubled presidency.
Jennett, provost of Clemson Uni"Mr. President, welcome to the
versity and Carol Barter, president of the State University of House," Speaker Newt Gingrich
said. Despite the GOP majority.
New York, Geneseo.

Lester Barber, executive assistant to the president at the University, said he was surprised at
first.

Clinton was greeted with cheers
and applause.
Clinton used his speech to
launch a national campaign to
combat teen pregnancy.
To cut down on illegal immigration, Clinton also proposed
creation or a national data bank
to help employers verify the identlflcatlon of prospective
workers.
He also pledged to call for a
higher minimum wage from the
current $4.25 an hour, but shied
from mentioning a specific pay
scale; GOP leaders oppose it.
Clinton favors a boost to $5 over
two years, aides said.
Though politically weakened,
Clinton was quick to lay down
challenges to the Republicans
who control both the House and
Senate for the first time in four
decades.
"Let's give the folks at home
something to cheer about," Clinton said, urging lawmakers to
stop accepting gifts from lobbyists even before passing a bill
that would outlaw them. "When
See ADDRESS, page six.

University responds to speech
Nicole Pankuch
The BG News
President Clinton's State of the
Union address was met with a
majority of agreement by Republicans and Democrats In the
Bowling Green community.
Local Democrats . believed
Clinton reiterated some of his
previous points while Introducing new ones.
"[Clinton] hit on a lot of the
same themes for the last three
years," said Todd Wesseler,
president of College Democrats.
"Whenever he gets a clear
chance to address people, people
always like what he has to say."
Republicans partially agreed
with the fact that Clinton made a
good speech Tuesday night.
•1 think it's classic Bill Cllntoa
It was an excellent speech, but
this is the time of year when
opinion polls always go up ten
percent," said Todd Klelsmlt,
Republican Ward One city council representative. "Every presi-

dent makes a good State of the
Union address."
Among the topics discussed
was the possible Increase In the
minimum wage.
"I think that a modest increase
[in minimum wage] is possible
and is something that could be
passed," Kleismit said. "But it
can't be raised to the point where
employers have to cut Jobs."
Democrats also agreed on the
passage of an increased minimum wage.
"It's about time for it to be
raised, but I find it Interesting
that [Clinton] did not propose the
amount he wants to raise it,"
Wesseler said. "It shows that he
would be willing to listen to a lot
of proposals."
Another point Clinton addressed was the Idea in his
Middle Class Bill of Rights of a
tax deduction for people who
pursue training or education
after high school.
See IOCAI, page six.

USG votes down amendmentBY THE NUMBERS

A look at statistics that have shaped the University over trie years.

Two hours a week too much for Undergraduate senators
Jim Barker
The BG News
Undergraduate Student
Government voted down a proposal Monday calling for an Increase in the number of office
hours senators must maintain
each week.
The rejected
amendment to
GitlP
Article 6 of the
USG constitution drew critiiMsmuni'm
isanuw
MWW ...
cism from both avUBfitmwMXt
supporters and
opponents of it.
Currently, an
elected USG
representative
Is required to spend at least one

m

m
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Other senators opposed to the
hour each week in the USG office
working on USG-related proposal believe the increase in
projects. If a senator accu- required hours would not Inmulates a three-hour deficit in crease productivity.
office hours, that senator's vot"The Intention of the bill was to
ing rights may be suspended.
Increase productivity, and I don't
A six-hour deficit could mean think that would have been the
Impeachment and removal from result," said at-large senator Kim
USG. At-large senator Jason Pride.
Sonensheln said he believed the
Pride also said a bill requiring
increase In required hours, unless coupled with a more lenient senators to endorse a certain
office hour policy, could en- amount of legislation might be a
danger many senators' voting better alternative.
rights.
"If we have an amendment
"I would vote for the change. If proposing that they have to write
it provided three weeks before legislation or sponsor legislation,
voting privileges could be sus- that would cause people to spend
more hours on USG material,"
pended," Sonensheln said.

she said.
Senators who favored the proposal believed the extra hour
would bolster accountability.
District senator Matt Hoostal
voted for the proposal, with some
reservation.
"The members who've always
been productive will continue to
be productive, whether the
amendment is passed or not,"
Hoostal said.
District senator Jake Willis abstained from voting on the issue.
"I'm already taking 19 hours
worth of classes and I'm not
ready to take on more," Willis
said. "But I do think people need
to get off their butts."
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Matt Fair doubts the
Republicans ability to get
the job done.
Page 2.

The Falcon men's
basketball team is hosting
Ball State tonight in
Anderson Arena.
Page 7.

The University World
Student Association and
the Red Cross are
collecting money for
earthquake victims.
Page 4.
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USG should take
time for students
Time is a relative concept and in the fast paced
life of classes, exams, papers and free time,
there just does not seem to be enough.
We at the University, whether students, faculty or
administrators, have learned that time is a valuable
commodity. In many instances, there just isn't
enough time to get things done.
When Undergraduate Student Government rejected the proposed amendment to add an extra office hour to their week, they sent the message to
University students that they don't have the time
either.
Currently, USG senators are required to spend one
hour in their respective offices a week. During that
time they are supposed to be creating and writing
new legislation, tending to the needs of their districts
and other USG business.
The News wonders if one hour a week is enough
time for senators to tend to their duties, especially
when reviewing the number of proposals which have
been passed so far this academic year.
USG President Jen Mathe said she was appalled
Monday by the amount of negative response from
her senators about adding an extra office hour. She
went as far as to describe the reaction as "mind boggling and sad."
USG senators who opposed the amendment said
they believe their voting rights would be in jeopardy
if an extra hour a week was added. USG senators are
penalized by having their voting rights taken away if
they are delinquent three office hours - or three
weeks. The added office hour a week would mean a
USG senator could only miss one and a half weeks.
The News agrees with Mathe. It is sad that USG
senators gauged their rejection of the proposed
amendment because they couldn't miss as many office hours as they used to.
The question is,how can USG senators better serve
the students who voted them in? Obviously it was the
opinion of some senators, those who drafted the proposed amendment and President Mathe, that an
extra hour would improve the efficiency of the organization and the effectiveness of their administration.
Time is a valuable commodity, but sometimes it
takes a little extra time to do something right
Copyright ©1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any
material in this publication without the permission of The BO
News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded
in 1920 and is published daily during the academic year and
Wednesdays in the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of
the student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns, cartoons and lettes are not necessarily those of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be between 200300 words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone
number and University affiliation, if any. The BG News
reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
i The BG News encourages its readers to notify the
paper of any errors in the stories or photograph descriptions.
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GOP success not guaranteed
Well, it has been several months
since the disaster occured for
myself and my fellow Democrats
and I still need to grab the antacid everytime I watch the evening news. The revolution has occurred!
Or at least that is the 'in' catch
phrase the media is using. But
was it really a revolution or was
it just the voters expressing their
outrage towards gridlock in
Washington?
Many of the people on the right
would like you to believe that the
great overwhelming tide of conservative thinking has swept the
nation and that the Republicans
are going to be in control of the
Capitol for a long time. Well,
those of us that are rational know
that this is not necessarily true.
It could be, but it might not
There is one thing that all political types know, that is nothing is
for certain. The one great lesson
that comes to mind is the Truman/Dewcy presidential race. In
that race all the pollsters had
Dewcy a lock going into the last
few months of the race and there
was even the infamous Chicago
Tribune headline proclaiming
Dewcy the winner. We all know
that the headline was a tremendous embarrassment for the
paper and the pollsters and that
give'em hell Harry went on to be
a tremendous President.
As Twain said, the tales of my
death have been greatly exaggerated. So, despite the many
obituaries that have been written about the Democratic party,
we are still here. The way many
media outlets put it, the last elec-

tion anointed every member of
the Republican party and lifted
them to the promised land. Sort
of like the rapture, but with golf
carts and wine spritzers.
The Republicans and the Contract with America are not going
to bring us back to the golden
days of America. No matter how
hard we try. Ward and June
Cleaver are not going to come
through that television screen
and raise your children. We cannot go back to the fifties.
Some of the ideas in that contract that the Republicans
claimed the public wanted are
not all they are cracked up to be.
The balanced budget amendment
sounds like a good idea, except if
Congress moves to cut the part of
the budget that help you the
most. Then the amendment really sucks. It is alright if we are all
willing to do our share and bite
the bullet, but I doubt that will be
the case.

Then there is the idea of term
limits. This assumes that the voting public is a bunch of idiots
who have no idea what their public representatives are doing. It
also assumes that a person who
has been In office more than
three or four terms is incapable
of being defeated, which is not
true. An ironic twist is that some
of those Republicans that signed
that contract are now changing
their minds about term limits
now that they are the ones in
power.
The Republicans are doing the
same thing that got the Democrats thrown out. The problem is
that the world is a lot different
inside the beltway, and I don't
know If it can ever be fundamentally changed.
The way business is done on
the national level is not the way
many Americans would like
business to be done. Special interest groups still rule the day in
the Capitol and will for a long
time. Case in point. Newt Gingrich
Now, Newt's little escapade Is
more than meets the eye. True,
he did admit to the meeting with
Rupert Murdoch, the man who
controls the largest media empire in the world, and he did
eventually decline the multimillion dollar book advance.
However, the point is that what is
good for the goose Is good for the
gander. Not too long ago the
same Newt was claiming massive
ethical misconduct by the
then-Speaker of the House Jim
Wright. The allegations Gingrich
brought against Wright included

an unsavory book deal that he
took part In.
The point is that Newt should
not have made any business deals
with a man of Murdoch's status.
There would be no problem if
Newt had signed this deal without using his position as Speaker
of the House. However, the only
reason that he got this deal was
because he became the Speaker.
Not to mention the fact that Mr.
Murdoch is being sued and that
this case is being decided by the
Federal Government. I think
there is just a little conflict of interest involved here.
There are also other ironic
twists happening in this new Republican House and they are on
both sides. Democratic members
of the house, when speaking
about the allegations against Gingrich were summarily cut off
by the Republicans with some
sort of arcane parlimentary
procedure. I also wont leave out
my own people's abuse of the
system. Rep. Robert Byrd invoked some rule that delayed
discussion of some business, in a
sense, filibustering.
It Is this inability to act that
disturbed us last time and it is
happening again. The Republicans are acting like they are now
above the people and can proceed
without interuption. Will they get
it? Somehow I dont think so. Until they do get it, the Republican
revolution will be little more than
a fad.
Matt Fair is a weekly columnist
for the News

Campus Perspectives
What do you think of the calender change?
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It might give us a little more
time to work In January, but I
can't say I like it You may not
have enough time to go shopping
for Christmas when you get out a
week later. All the other colleges
have already gone back by the
last week so you really dont have
anything to do.
Kuni Oku ma
Physical Education
Senior
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I dont work over the Christmas break, but not getting out
until December 21st or 22nd is
going to conflict with family and
stuff. An extra week in January
doesn't make up for losing a
week in December. You can't
treasure the holiday as much
without that week in December.
AndyPenoff
Hospitality Management
Junior

Getting out a week later in
December is a real pain. I'd like
to knbw why they decided to do
it. I know some students who are
graduating next fall and they're
not happy about it I dont work
over Christmas break but I think
it might be tougher to get a Job
with this new calendar.
Amanda KotecU
Applied Statistics/Production
Junior

Getting out that close to
Christmas makes everything
way too hectic Going back a
week later in August is good for
me, though. It gives me more
time to work over the summer.
Still, the extra August and January week dont make up for losing a week right before Christmas.
Maria Falanga
Communication Disorders
Senior
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THEY
SAID IT
"What am I supposed to do? Wait for
scripts that Rosie O'Donnell turned
down while breathing in smog?"
-Janeane Garofalo, Saturday Night Live cast
member responding to critics
NATIONAL Wi .ili.c
The A ecu-Weather • foracaat for noon, Wednesday, Jan. 25.
Unw MPOTM tMgn torrpanfcra mow tor m* day.

Stamp
lenged

"It hurt me as a veteran and it
had killed his mother, Barbara,
hurt me knowing that to a lot of
because she was a vampire devil.
veterans, that is an image of the
An autopsy showed that she had
end of the war."
been stabbed more than 50 times
Musical ensemble
COLUMBUS - A military vetSo Newhouse, a real estate
and three of her organs were
eran angry that the Postal Serbroker who sculpts and collects
toperform
missing. Police said they suspect
vice scrapped plans to sell a
stamps, collaborated with artist
The New Musical EnsemHeepe may have eaten some of
stamp that recalled the day the
Robert Littlehale of Columbus to the organs.
ble will perform Jan. 26 at 8
atomic bomb was dropped on
create a similar stamp.
p.m. in the Bryan Recital
Japan has come up with one of his
"If somebody had just briefly
Hall of the Moore Musical
No new taxes
own.
seen the original, they would
Arts Center. The composiGerry
Newhouse,
a
49-year-old
probably think this was the origition is free and open to the
COLUMBUS- A ballot issue
former Marine who spent two
nal stamp -- and that was my inpublic.
that would let the state borrow $1
years in Vietnam, designed his
tent, rather than to do a complete- billion to build or renovate
own stamp after the U.S. Postal
ly different design," Newhouse
schools in poor districts would
Deadline for schedService decided not to issue a
said,
not require new taxes, a legislastamp
that
depicted
the
mushThe
new
version
contains
tive panel was told Tuesday.
uling fall classes
room cloud created by the August several differences. The silhoueCOLO
MM SMDONMV
• IMMOHNMM), M
State Budget Director R. Gre194S bombing.
Feb.1
gory Browning said the proposed
tte of a B-29 - the plane used to
"My motivation for producing
The last day to request
drop the bombs on Hiroshima and constitutional amendment was an
H L ED El El E3E3E0
£H £Q
this stamp has absolutely nothing Nagasaki - has been added. Below affordable, prudent response to
classes for the fall of 1995 is
HttH LOW JHOMCnS «W'N rsronne 'lOtrKs SNOW iCf
SUNMr PJ <XOuor rir./o.
whatsoever to do with the debate the magenta-tinted image are the legitimate building needs In low
Feb. 1.
on whether it should have been
Students failing to
wealth systems.
words: "Atomic bombs end WW
used or not," Newhouse said.
request classes by Feb. 1
II" instead of "Atomic bombs
Browning, the top budget offiwill be denied access until
"I produced this stamp because hasten war's end, August 1945."
cer for Gov. George Voinovich,
it's history, and it's about relate April.
The month and year have been
testified as the House Finance
membering the past."
incorporated into the illustration. Committee opened hearings on a
The post office scrapped the
Collegiate 4-H to
resolution to place the proposal
stamp, one of a series comme"She was the strongest woman
Rose Kennedy rebefore voters in the Nov. 7 elecAccused killer undermorating significant moments
participate in lockwho ever lived. She had more
tion.
from World War II, under presmembered
triumphs and tragedies than the
goes tests
in
"Ohio has a long-standing trasure from the White House and
Queen of England. I just wanted
dition of local school districts beCollegiate 4-H will particthe Japanese.
BOSTON
Rose
Fitzgerald
to pay my respects," said
AKRON - A man accused of
ing responsible for their own
ipate in a lock-in in Feb. 2
"It was a very sensitive issue
Kennedy, who raised a family
killing and dismembering his
and Feb. 3 at Wood Lane
capital costs. Where it is working, that included three U.S. senators, 60-year-old Paul Kelly.
and we withdrew it at the request mother will undergo a second
this policy should be continued,"
School to help local youngof President Clinton," said Robin psychological test.
Senator Kennedy's eulogy was
an ambassador and a president,
Browning said.
sters have a good time and
Wright, a post office spokesman
was remembered at her funeral filled with stories, and many relaThe
first
test,
at
the
Summit
learn important skills.
"But
for
areas
where
low
in Washington.
tives laughed aloud at the lighter
Tuesday as a woman who temCounty Psycho-Diagnostic Clinic, wealth and a low property tax
Children between eight
Later this year, another stamp determined that Henry Heepe
moments. Throughout the serpered ambition with affection
base
make
capital
funding
exand 10 years old will be in-one featuring President Truman was mentally unfit to stand trial.
vice, her grandson John F. Kentremely difficult, the state should and love.
volved in fun activities, said
preparing to announce the war's
nedy Jr. played and mugged with
"Mother always thought her
Summit County Common Pleas create a new partnership," he
Tracy Meyers, member of
end- will be Issued in its place,
one of his nieces.
children should strive for the
Judge Jane Bond on Monday
said.
Collegiate 4-H.
along with the remaining stamps ordered another test by an indehighest place," Sen. Edward M
Rep. Kerry Metzger, R-New
in the series.
In more emotional moments,
Kennedy said in his eulogy. "But
pendent psychologist to dePhiladelphia, who introduced the
"Some of the events will
"When I saw - that President
Senator Kennedy broke down
inside the family, with love and
termine whether Heepe is sane
resolution on Voinovich's behalf,
include dancing, swimming
Clinton had accomplished getting and competent.
during his eulogy, and his sister
laughter, she knew how to put
said the amendment would perand leadership activities,"
the U.S. Postal Service to not
each of us in our place. She was
Patricia Kennedy Lawford
Heepe, SO, of Akron, pleaded
mit the state to borrow $100 milshe said.
produce this stamp, it hurt me,"
ambitious
not
only
for
our
sucpassed on a reading she had been
innocent by reason of insanity
lion
a
year
for
10
years
for
school
expected to make.
cess but for our soul."
Newhouse said.
last month to aggravated murder building purposes.
Six of her grandchildren
and gross abuse of a corpse.
"Tax increases are not necesserved as pallbearers for her
Mrs. Lawford's eyes were swolIf found insane, he would be
sary," Metzger said.
wooden casket at the funeral at
len and she did not speak to
sent to a state psychiatric hospiThe state would borrow the
Old
St.
Stephen's
Church,
where
guests
as she left the church.
tal until found fit for release.
money through the sale of bonds.
tKhegSifrtog
she had been baptized in 1890.
Police went to Heepe's home in Revenue to pay off the bonds
She died Sunday at age 104.
A cortege of 100 relatives acNovember after a neighbor reTwelve years ago today, Faculty
would come from existing taxes.
Hundreds of other mourners
companied Mrs. Kennedy's body
ported hearing screams. Officers
Browning said each $100 milSenate members were told that the
crowded the surrounding streets to Holyhood Cemetery in suburHeepe in an upstairs bedlion generally would need $10
1995 outlook for salary increases were grim. found
ban Brook] ine, where she was
to listen to the service on loudsroom with pieces of his mother's million a year from the state
buried next to her husband,
peakers. Some held bouquets of
State budget cuts, which decreased
corpse.
budget to pay back the borrowed
Joseph P. Kennedy.
roses.
Heepe allegedly told police he amount with interest.
the University's expendable income,
were to blame.
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M£RLESTOWN APTS.
AND

MID AM MANOR
•NOW RENTING •

t♦

Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1995 and school year
1995-1996.

♦
♦
furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
♦ 2 bedroom,
♦
included, air conditioning
♦ 614 ThirdandSt.water
♦
Apt. 4, B.C. Resident Manager 352-4380
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Jennifer Besslck
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LIST

Christy Boulton

-¥ * Julie Gschwmd

Land Package $161.00
Full Package (transportation & lodging) $253
ALL ROOMS ARE BEACH FRONT
Sign up in the UAO Office (3rd floor union)
or Jan 23-Jan27 Union foyer 11:00-3:00

Jennifer Hanna
M # Mattnda Holmer|
M

Katie Murphy

.

* Heidi RosekellY

Wendy Prater
• Denotes a 4.0

Tiffany Miller
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Sign up today. Call 372-2343 for more info.
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INFORMATION LINE Y

CO

Operators are on duty:
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
from 7:00P.M. to 10:00P.M.
Questions, comments, and concerns
regarding the homosexual community, LAGA
or panel requests.
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L.A.G.A. does not council but can refer to
counselors. L.A.G.A.'s concerns are educating
and supporting the homosexual community.
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the Best Apartments
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All You Can Eat

$4.95

A
Come See Us At

L.A.G.A. meets every Thursday at 8:30 pm at
the Off Campus Student Center, in
Moseley Hall.

372-0555

Incl: Salad bat, baked
potato veggie &
unlimitC' II . rage
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Incl: Salad & garlic
bread
OPEN 5-7PM
* At Jtudentj msxJ plan
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aids quake victims
Greek councils University
World Student Association
define agenda sends
money to Japan
Genell Pavellch
The BC News

came up with the different
goals by discussing what they
could do for the Greek system.
"We want to let the community and the campus know
about positive things that
Greeks are doing," she said.
IPC is the governing body of
the fraternities on campus,
and the group does what it can
to help meet different chapters' needs, Coy said.
He said the group helps with
programs and community
service for the different
fraternities, as well as setting
academic standards and organizing member development and Fraternity Rush.
Panhellenic Council is the
governing body of the sororities on campus, and each sorority has four delegates on
the council. The group organizes and oversees many
events, including Sorority
Rush, Bohardt said.

The Interfraternity Council
and the Panhellenic Council
have many Ideas to develop
and goals to accomplish with
the new semester under way.
Todd Coy, IPC president,
said one of the group's main
goals for the spring semester
Is to improve relations with
different people, such as University faculty and other
campus groups.
"Our main goal is to improve communication with the
campus," Coy said.
Amanda Bohardt, president
of Panhellenic Council, said
they also have a broad range
of goals for this semester.
"Our goals this semester are
to enhance and maintain a positive public image, to provide
opportunities for quality experiences and promote individual growth, to enhance uniThroughout the semester,
ty among the governing bodies
as well as the Greek communi- IFC and Panhellenic Council
ty, to continue the success of sponsor different events, inthe Greek system and to wel- cluding educational programs.
come change and allow it to In the past, there have been
strengthen the Greek commu- programs on AIDS awareness,
diversity, hazing and alcohol
nity," she said.
Bohardt said the members awareness.

via American Red Cross
Amy Johnson
The BC News

The University World Student
Association and the Red Cross
are joining forces to collect
money for the earthquake victims in Kobe,
Japan.
All
the
money raised
will be sent to
the Toledo Red
Cross and then
directly sent to
Japan for the
earthquake
victims, said
Margo Hughes,
president of the World Student
Association.
The World Student Association
is an association of international
students promoting cultural
awareness and understanding
among the students and community of Bowling Green, said Michelle St. Onge, adviser of international programs.
"Our association sponsored a
dance last Saturday and all the
money contributed went to the
money being raised for the
earthquake victims in Japan," St.

Onge said.

"Our collection canisters were
filled up after the dance,"
Hughes added. "The people were
very generous."
The association also set up a
booth Monday and Tuesday in the
Union foyer so students could
donate money.

"Our collection
canisters were filled
up after the dance.
The people were very
generous."
Michelle St. Orge
adviser of international programs

"We are trying to make the
benefit widespread," Hughes
said. "Our association is currently sending out letters to all the
orgnizatlons on campus to donate."

Tht BC Ncwi/Ro., Weltintr

Senior film major Kelko Klkuchl (left) makes a donation to the
Red Cross earthquake fund sponsored by the World Student Association. According to Keanpln Tan (seated), "We got a lot of
money today."

Super "Bowl" | Service groups rock for House
AIDS benefit packs Pizza Pub
Super "Barn"
Bethanee Filch
The BC News

More than 200 University students braved the frigid tempera- Phi Omega, started the fun- In the future," said Scon Hayes,
tures and snow Monday night to draiser three years ago in an at- drummer for Blitzen.
attend the third annual Benefit tempt to raise AIDS awareness at
For David's House, co-sponsored the University.
Due to the success of the first
by Alpha Phi Omega and Omega
"I felt there was a need for year, Alpha Phi Omega decided
Phi Alpha
AIDS awareness, especially in to try to do it annually.
The event took place at Mark's BG since we have a reputation of
Pizza Pub and featured the band increasing sexual disease comMembers from both service
Blitzen. Subway provided food pared to other colleges," Hoy organizations joined in the
for the fundraiser. The five dol- said.
efforts to collect donations and
Band members said they chose began planning the event in Oclar cover charge was used to
benefit David's House, which to participate in the fundraiser tober.
provides emergency housing as- because AIDS awareness is imsistance and food for people di- portant.
Heather Wade, a brother of Alagnosed with HIV or AIDS.
"This is an important cause, pha Phi Omega and coordinator
Brian Hoy, a brother of Alpha we'll definitely continue to do it for the Blitzen fundraiser com-

Get 100 WINGS
for $22.95

Daily Happy Hours: 3-9 PM
Accepting orders for Super Bowl
Sunday starting Wed. Jan. 25.
Minimum 50 wing call in
orders only!!

[TIRED OF HIGH HEAT BILLS?
Mrtyg votJWUr a.

9.

FREE heat, water, and sewer
309 High
801 Fifth
803 Fifth
320 Elm
920 E. Wooster
228 S. College

Management Inc.
EVERGREEN APARTMENTS,
1 BDRM or. EFF. units, laundry on
site, tons of parking. Starts at
$310. Located behind ODOT at
215 E. PoeRd. 353-5800

Management Inc.
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Call353-BWWW

Call or stop in for more information
SOUTH I'ADRE ISLAND
PANAMA CITY IIFACH

n.viM.'.xima
EB.Ti'il l-f.inl

176 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, Ohio

:
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Buffalo Wild Wings & Weck^

Newlove Rentals
328 South Main
(our only office)
352-5620

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARDS

(Feb. 6,1945-May 11,1981)

REGGAE TRIBUTE
Saturday Jan. 28,1995
9 pm, Lenhart Union Ballroom

To be eligible to receive consideration for a Distinguished Service Award, a senior or graduate
student must have demonstrated outstanding service contributions to BOSU through one or more
areas of University service (college and/or department activities, student government, student
activities, Greek Life, athletics, etc..)
Seniors and graduate students who will graduate in the 1994-95 academic year (Winter
Commencement 1994 and Spring and Summer Commencements 1995) who would like to be
considered for a Distinguished Service Award and those faculty or staff who would like to submit
nominations, may obtain an application form at 305 Student Services Building or by calling 372-2147
THE ABSOLUTE DEADLINE FOR ALL NOMINATIONS 18 5 P.M., FRIDAY, MARCH 3,1995.
R Caribbean Association €venc

'

'

'

WE USE THE STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICE STANDARD
LEASE

BOBMARLEY

The Distinguished Service Award Committee seeks sell nominations and faculty or staff
nominations of seniors and graduate students who have given distinguished service to Bowling
Green State University.

'

NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW
Hillsdale Apis., 3 bdrm
Townhouses very spacious, full
bsmt, 1 1/2 bath and car ports. 9
1/2 or 12 mo. lease starts at $775.

Management Inc.

The Rental Agency voted #1 by the BG News for 1994

■

Go Falcons

Shop smart! Shop locally! |

No Coupon Necessary!
No Delivery.
• Catch Super Bowl XXIX on the
BIG SCREEN at bw-3!

mittee, said the event helps combat the stereotype of adults who
feel when students go to bars,
they are perpetuating the disease
with drinking.
"We are showing that we are
responsible and that we are not
apathetic," Wade said.
"This was a fun way to bring
all of us together not only to
socialize but for service as well,"
said Alpha Phi Omega and committee member Kristin Jennings.
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Columbus leads state in
reported crimes of hate

The Running Man
, ^."- rj£i"H*»

that was still less than one-third saulted by blacks.
of all Ohio police agencies.
The committee also said some
Cincinnati police Capt. Richard victims may be unwilling to come
CINCINNATI - Columbus led Schmalz told the committee that forward, perhaps out of humiliaOhio in the number of recorded tracking hate crimes is an "ad- tion or fear that police will be inhate crimes, but it is hard to de- ministrative nightmare.''
different.
termine just how many were
The committee recommended
"There are so many reports that law enforcement agencies
committed because police dont
always report them, a civil rights that are generated and it is al- make use of FBI training on hanmost impossible to review these dling hate crimes. It also said
group said Tuesday.
Authorities reported 777 hate reports to make sure that the new Ohio Attorney General Betty
crimes In Ohio in 1991 and 1992,
mostly in urban areas, according
to a study by the Ohio Advisory
Committee to the U.S. Commis- "There ore so many reports that are
sion on Civil Rights.
generated and it is almost impossible to
Columbus police reported 225
hate crimes in 1992, the most re- review these reports to make sure that the
cent year for which figures were officer has put on there if it is a hate crime"
available in most cases, the
committee said.
Richard Schmalz
Dayton reported three hate
crimes, the lowest among major
Cincinnati police captain
Ohio cities.
"Hate crime is alive and well in
Ohio," committee chairman
Lynwood Battle said at a news officer has put on there if it is a Montgomery should make hatecrime prevention a priority.
conference in Cincinnati. "We hate crime," Schmalz said.
Another problem is that auneed to acknowledge that so we
thorities may differ as to what
Montgomery spokesman Joe
can move forward from here."
The committee said the num- constitutes a hate crime, the King said Tuesday he had not
seen the report.
bers actually may be higher. It committee said.
The Justice Department
said law enforcement agencies
"In general, I can tell you that
are doing a spotty job of report- defines a hate crime as an
offense committed against a per- crime prevention as a whole will
ing hate crimes.
The 1990 Hate Crime Statistics son or property which is moti- get a great deal of attention from
Act requires the U.S. Justice De- vated by bias against a race, re- this attorney general," he said.
partment and state attorneys ligion, ethnic or national origin or
The 15-member, nonpartisan
general to collect data on hate sexual orientation.
The committee gave as exam- committee studied hate-crime
crimes, but local law enforceples racial graffiti, threats made statistics from the Ohio Bureau
ment cooperation is voluntary.
In 1991-92, fewer than 30 of to blacks who moved into predo- of Investigation and other agenOhio's more than 400 law en- minantly white neighborhoods cies that reported hate crimes to
forcement agencies reported and whites being harassed or as- the state attorney general.
hate crime statistics to the FBI,
the committee found. That number jumped to 125 in 1993, but
IMMIII-COSMETKS
Son|a Barislc
The Associated Press

AP Photol Bchr.ni

A man Jogs around frozen Mirror Lake In Eden Park In Cincinnati Tuesday afternoon. Temperatures
In the area are expected to have highs in the m id 30s most of the week.

Inmates Mansfield-bound
Lucasville prison guards too close for comfort
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - The state
prisons department has begun
moving death-row inmates at the
Southern Ohio Correctional Facility to the Mansfield Correctional Institution, a television
station reported Tuesday.
WNWO-TV In Toledo said the
move of the 144 death-row inmates would be completed by
Feb. 1. The station said the inmates at the Lucasville prison
were being moved because state
officials were concerned that
some guards might be developing friendships with inmates.
Sharron Komegay, a spokeswoman for the Ohio Department
of Rehabilitation and Correction
said she could not confirm the
report for security reasons.
"There has been some movement from Lucasville, but be-

cause of the nature of this transfer I can't give you any details,"
Komegay said Tuesday night.
The department said in February 1994 that it would move
death-row inmates to the Mansfield prison to Improve safety.
The announcement came 10
months after an 11-day riot at the
maximum-security Lucasville
prison left one guard and nine
inmates dead.

The Mansfield prison, 132
miles north of Lucasville, is close
security, a level below maximum
security.
Mansfield Mayor Lydia Reid
could not be reached for comment Tuesday. Messages were
left on answering machines at
her home and her office.
A call to the Richland County
Commissioners' office was not
answered Tuesday.

y matrix*

Rapid
ingestion of alcohol
can result in illness,
coma or
death.

iWinthrop Terrace Is Now Accepting Applications^

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS
is now accepting
applications & deposits
For
Summer and Fall 1995!
Featuring
• Campus Shuttle
• 1 & 2 B.R. Fum./Unfurn.
^
• 1 & 2 Full Baths
^\k
• 3 Great Locations

• Columbia Court Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments
• Frazee Avenue Apartments
• Ridge Manor Apartments
• Campbell Hill Apartments

All Close To Campus

™JLz c>#Heatinciuded

CALL 352-9135
:Winthrop Terrace Is Now Accepting Applications

I

Greenbriar Inc.
244 E. Wooster

352-0717

YOUR PERM WILL BE A WAVE OF BEAUTY.
You wonl it to lost...not take months to gel over. We understand exactly
how you feel about perms. Thai's why our star? is specially trained to
create just the perm look you wont while safeguarding the health of
your hair. And that's why our salon uses MATRIX* ESSENTIALS ubroconditioning perms and Perm Fresh* perm core products. For really
beautiful hair and a perm you'll love...call today.

fpu \Z/he -Arrranqemont
<

~> HMR - SKIN - NfillS

352-4101 • 118 S. Main • 352-4143

$10 OFF Haircut & Perm
Stylists Participating: Natalie, Brando, Susim, Dare/, Yield

Expires 2/25/95

Please bring ad in to receive dicount

IMM1I FALCON >ILVS BASKETBALL TOM ft ■ IT vs. BALL SI AIL - «t:00 IMI!
SlnuVnfs. this SIM irs for yon! Come sign-up lo lie llio MM 4 II l*OT\TO. sponsored h> l':ip:i John's
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Applications available for the

DELBERT L. LATTA SCHOLARSHIP
The Delbert L. Latta Scholarship was created upon the 1988 retirement of
Delbert Latta from the U.S. congress, where he had served as Ohio's Fifth District
Representative for 30 years. He also served three terms In the Ohio Senate..
Up to four $1,000 scholarships (two to Incoming freshmen, two to
continuing students who have a minimum of two more semesters of study to
complete before graduation) will be awarded to law-abiding students who
possess a minimum OPA of 3.0 and exhibit involvement In campus and/or
community organizations. ANT MAJOR 18 ELIGIBLE.
Applicants must reside in the geographic areas represented by Delbert
Latta during his years in public service: the counties Defiance, Erie, Fulton.
Hancock. Henry, Ottawa. Paulding. Putnam. Sandusky. Seneca. Van Wert.
Williams, and Wood: also the townships of Lyme. Norwich, Richmond, Sherman
and Bellevue City (Huron County), Harding, Jerusalem, Monclova. Oregon.
Providence, Springfield, and Swanton (Lucas County).
Applications are available at the Mlletl Alumni Center.
DEADLINE: March 6, 1995

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Announces its fall scholars over 3.0
Rod Bauer
Todd Bennett
Troy Haslinger
Jay Kirsch
Todd Kleismit

Lee Kolokoske
Jim Kuenzli
James Leaser
EdLevon
Bill Lipolu

CONGRATULATIONS!

Mike McPike
Troy Mosser
* Joe Romano
* Dave Ruble

* Denotes
Dean'tLUt
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California speaker re-elected

Fleiss'
lawyer
appeals
verdict

Parliamentary
skills of political
legend ensure,
stay in Congress
Jennifer Kerr
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO. Calif.- When
Republicans won a majority in
the Assembly for the first time in
24 years, one thing seemed
likely: Willie Brown's days as
speaker were at an end.
But that view underestimated
the parliamentary skills and
back-room wheeling and dealing
that have made the San Francisco
Democrat a political legend and
one of the most powerful black
politicians in the nation.
And sure enough, after a bizarre 15-hour session that included the ouster of an Assembly
member who had been elected to
both chambers of the Legislature, Brown was re-elected
Tuesday to the Job he has held a
record 14 years.
Brown, who must leave the
Assembly in two years under California's term-limits law, acknowledged it was a tough fight.
"The current process by which (
this speakership has been decided has been a painful one,"
Brown said after he was sworn in
at 1 a.m., ending the seven-week
leadership deadlock. "I look forward to early retirement."
When Brown steps down, he
will be remembered for the kind
of maneuvers he used to ensure
his re-election even though Republicans won 41 of the Assembly's 80 seats Nov. 8, giving them
a majority in the lower chamber
for the first time since 1971.
To do so, Brown persuaded a
maverick Republican, Paul Horcher, to declare himself an independent and support' Brown for
speaker. That put Brown in a

The Associated Press

Assemblyman Willie Brown, D-SanFranclsco, left, smiles as he Is
sworn In as Speaker of the California Assembly by Assembly
40-40 tie with Republican leader vote In which Mountjoy was
barred from Joining.
Jim Brulte.
Then Brown defeated Brulte
Then Brown led the drive to
oust Republican Richard Mount- on another 40-39 roll call vote for
Joy, who was elected to the As- speaker.
sembly and had won a special
"It's a power grab," Mountjoy
Senate election.
said. "That's going to be the leMount joy had wanted to stay in gacy of Willie Brown."
the Assembly long enough to vote
Republican Assemblyman
against Brown, but Brown argued the Republican was ineligi- Ross Johnson said to Brown:
ble to serve in two legislative "The legacy I'm afraid you will
bodies at the same time.
. '._ leave is a well that Is so poisoned
Late Monday, Brown finally that it may be years before the
won a 40-39 vote for the ouster, a damage is undone."

Republicans still hope to reach operate to get anything done.
41 votes and elect a speaker this
But Brown's maneuvering may
year through recalls and special have left enough bitterness that
elections. A special election will bipartisanship will be difficult.
be held to replace Mountjoy, and
Horcher is the target of a Repub"Willie Brown and his band of
lican-led recall.
hoodlums installed a junta with
the same ruthless disregard for
The Assembly currently has 39 democracy and the American
Democrats, 39 Republicans, one tradition that has enabled dictators around the world to claim ilindependent and one vacancy.
legitimate power," Assembly. With, budget bills requiring a man Larry Bowler, a Republican
two-thirds vote. Democrats and from the Sacramento suburb of
Republicans will be forced to co- Elk Grove, said Tuesday.

LOCAL

ADDRESS
Continued from page ont.

AP Photo/Rich Pf dronctlll

Chief Clerk E. Dotson Wilson In Sacremento, Calif., Tuesday.

New Jersey Gov. Christine
Todd Whitman, who has rocketed
to political stardom with a taxcutting plan, was chosen to give
the Republican response.
In a taped address from the
historic legislative chamber in
Trenton, Whitman said a revolution is sweeping the country in
which "people Want less
government, lower taxes and less
spending from the federal
government."
She said it was Republicans
who were delivering on those
demands, and admonished Clinton: "You must accept it as well."

Congress killed political reform
last year," he said, "the lobbyists
actually stood in the halls of this
sacred building and cheered."
Over and over, Clinton
stressed conciliation and partnership but he sketched out
sharp differences with Republicans on how to cut taxes, shrink
government and help the middle
class. "Let us put aside partisanship, pettiness and pride," he
said.
"As we embark on a new
course, let us put our country
first, remembering that regardWhitman said some of the
less of our party label, we are all
president's ideas sounded **preAmericans."

tty Republican," but she recalled
that Clinton raised taxes, increased spending and opposes a
balanced-budget amendment.
The November elections, she
said, "sounded a warning for the
president."
Resurrecting the themes that
got him elected, Clinton's speech
was pitched to the middle class
voters who deserted Democrats
in November.
A centerpiece of Clinton's program is his "Middle Class Bill of
Rights," offering tax breaks to
families with children, deductions for college tuition and incentives for retirement savings.
It also promises $2,600 In direct
vouchers for people seeking Job
training.

Continued from page one.

"I think this is extremely important to compete in global
economy where everyone needs
education," Wesseler said.
Republicans also agreed on
Clinton's idea of these tax deductions.
"I think [this proposal] Is very
much needed - especially the education part," said Tim Brown,
central committee chairman for
the Wood County Republican
party. "We should do everything
to get the money directly to the [
people who are in school or college]."
Overall, Republicans and
Democrats agreed with what
Clinton said in his speech last
night
"He admitted his past mistakes
and learned from them. He was
more moderate [In his speech]
than in the past two years. He

needs to be this way if he wants
to work with a Republican Congress," Brown said.
"I think he made a lot of good
points. It is important that [Congress and the president] work
together because the American
people want and need the same
things," said Sarah Ogdahl, philanthropy chair for College
Democrats.

LOS ANGELES - A lawyer for Hollywood madam
Heidi Fleiss, now appealing
a conviction for pandering,
asked a judge to grant immunity for jurors who admitted breaking the law
during their deliberations.
Fleiss, 29, is trying to get
her conviction overturned
after five of 12 jurors who
convicted her in December
signed statements admitting they discussed possible
sentences and talked about
the case outside the jury
room before convicting Fleiss. Jurors are forbidden
from both activities under
state law.
Assistant District Attorney Frank Sundstedt has
threatened to prosecute the
jurors for the discussions.
Defense attorney Donald
Marks made the request
Monday, when Fleiss was to
be sentenced. Superior
Court Judge Judith Champagne set sentencing and
hearing on the immunity
motion for next Monday
because Fleiss' chief defense attorney was away on
another case.
The jurors admitted their
infractions to the defense
lawyers, who are now trying to use those admissions
to get Fleiss a new trial.
Fleiss, 29, was tried on
charges that she ran a highpriced call girl operation
that served rich businessmen and celebrities.
Besides pandering, she was
also accused of one count of
dealing cocaine.
The Jurors also said in
their statements that before declaring their verdict, they had agreed to acquit Fleiss on the drug
charge, believing penalties
for that were harsher than
those for pandering.
They were wrong. The
drug charge would leave
Fleiss eligible for probation; she faces a mandatory
three-to-elght-year sentence for the pandering
conviction.
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Falcon women Ball State seeks revenge
return to road
Marty Fuller

The BG News

Dave Feltner
The BC News
With its peaks and valleys this
season there's been one place recently that has been kind to the
Bowling Green women's basketball team - the road.
After a tough overtime loss at
the hands of arch-rival Toledo,
BG will look to bounce back on
the road at Ball State. And with
recent blowout victories over
Central and Eastern Michigan,
this road trip may be just what
the Falcons need.
"We need to learn from those
games so hopefully if we get ourselves into that situation again,
we'll learn by it," BG coach Jacl
Clark said of the loss to Toledo.
"We talked about it and we practiced hard for about an hour
[Monday], but right now our
focus is on Ball State, gctt ing that
win and moving up in the [MAC]
standings." BG has won 17 of the
last 19 meetings with the Cardinals, Including eight in a row.
The Falcons enter the contest in
seventh place among MidAmerican Conference schools
with a 2-4 record (4-10 overall).
BSU is 4-9 overall and winless in
six MAC tries.
"We seem to play a bit better
on the road," Clark said. "And
maybe the games lend that because we've had some very tough

our winning ways. We have to try
to put some games back to back
now."
Jenny Kullcs continues to have
the hot hand for the Falcons.
After losing her starting Job
eight games into the season, Kullcs has adjusted well to her new
role. Over the last four games
she's averaged 14.8 points, including IS and 17-point efforts
against Eastern Michigan and
Toledo last week.
"Jenny's done a good job coming off the bench and that's Important. We need that," Clark
said. "She's really improved her
game coming off the bench." Michelle Shade will probably make
BG history in the contest tonight.
The senior forward is just eight
points away from the 1,000 career mark. She will be the 12th
player in school history to accomplish the feat.
BG's depth and pressure defense could play a big role in tonight's game. Ball State point
guard Alana Hancock will not
play due to an Injury which
should enable ths Falcons backcourt trio of Kullcs, Sara Puthoff
and Sharleen Hooper to force
turnovers.
"They've struggled with some
of their ball-handling so it's going
to be important for us to continue
to pressure and keep and up-

Last season Bowling Green
and Ball State provided their
fans with two of the season's
most exciting Mid-American
Conference contests. The Falcons were victorious in each
meeting by a single point on
shots that occurred in the last
three seconds.
The Falcons and the Cardinals will look to light things
up once again at Anderson
Arena on Wednesday at 8 p.m.
"Last year we had some
very hard fought contests,"
BG head coach Jim Larranaga
said. "It's typical of league
games. Our last two games
[this year], against Eastern
and Toledo, went right down to
the wire."
BG will head into tonight's
contest riding a 15-game home
win streak. They are 3-0 in
MAC games at home, but are
0-3 when they hit the road.
"There are different things
that occur when you're at
home. Anderson Arena is a
great place - we gain a lot of
confidence when the crowd
responds to great plays. When
you're on the road the team
has to create that high emotional level by itself," Larranaga said.
Despite the 3-3 league record, the Falcons still find
themselves in the thick of
things. Ball State is one rung
ahead of BG, tied for second
with a 4-2 mark. Both squads
are 9-5 overall
When the two teams clash
tonight it's going to be a battle
of the big men. BG will strike
with 6-8 center Shane-Kline
Ruminski, 6-7 forward Floyd
Miller and 64 forward James
Cerisier. Ball State will attack
with 6-9 center Amos Gregory
and 6-8 forward Steve Payne
KJine-Ruminski is leading
the nation In field goal percentage (69 percent) for the
second straight week. Last
week he scored 38 points In
two games connecting on
16-of-27 Held goals. Floyd Miller Is not far behind. He ranks
fifth in the nation, shooting 67
percent
Miller, along with Cerisier,
will also be used to counter the
Cardinals main threat, Steve
Payne.
"Both Miller and Cerisier
have guarded the big men In
this league and their defense
has greatly Improved because
of it. They held Gary Trent
[OU] a few points under his
average. Defending Payne will
be a great challenge for them,
but I think they're up for it,"
Larranaga said.

\\Vi MISS UAH 1II 1 ■ |
BOWLING GREEN
AT
BALL STATE
64.5
37.9
28.4
59.1
77.4
-2.7
78

Scoring
FQ%
3-PTFG%
FT%
Pts. Allowed
Reb. Margin
Last Meeting
March 8,1994

home games. I don't know that
our players are playing any
different on the road or at home.
I think maybe our schedule has
allowed that.
"We're looking to get on a roll,
winning more than one game,"
she said. "Ball St. is going to be
important so we can get back on

71.4
44.9
33.9
63.7
71.8
-3.0
67

tempo style of play," Clark said.
"We're going to play a lot of people and those people have to respond and play well. We need to
get everybody to play conslstant
on dally basis. That's what we'll
be looking for against Ball
State."
Garnetime is 7 p.m.

Cavs guard hurt
at Golden State
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - Perhaps the
Cleveland Cavaliers would
have discovered the seriousness of Mark Price's injury
sooner If the All-Star guard
hadn't kept playing and scoring the night he got hurt.
Price sank a critical 3-polnter late in an overtime victory
at Golden State on Jan. 14 despite having broken his right
wrist earlier in the game. The
broken bone wasn't detected
until Monday, when Price
went through a battery of tests
at the Cleveland Clinic after
the team returned from its sixgame West Coast trip.
He'll undergo surgery
Wednesday and will miss six
to eight weeks, meaning he
wont likely be able to defend
his 3-point title during Ail-Star
festivities next month He
hasnt played In five games
since helping the Cavs beat
Golden State.
"When It dldnt get better, I
had a sinking feeling It wasn't
going to be good," Cavs general manager Wayne Embry
said.
Embry said he would begin
Immediately searching for another point guard in light of
die injuries to Price and

backup Terrell Brandon, who
has missed the last two games
because of a sprained wrist
and bruised hip. Brandon was
back at the clinic for more
tests Tuesday.
Third-string point guard
Steve Colter, playing with his
sixth NBA team, has started
the last two games and has
done well; his tip-in with twotenths of a second left beat
Denver in double overtime on
Saturday night, and he has
totaled 24 points in the two
games.
The Injury to Price is the
latest in a series for the Cavaliers, who have been playing
all season without three
players who had been part of
their nucleus In recent years.
Brad Daugherty is out following back surgery, Gerald Wilkins ruptured his Achilles'
tendon during a preseason
game and Larry Nance retired
in September because of bad
knees.
"If s like a black cloud hanging over our heads that just
wont leave," said John Williams, a power forward who
moved to center because of
the injury to Daugherty. "The
Injuries just wont stop for this
team. All we can do is try and
survive.''

BG Nnraflteu W. tti ncr

Falcon point guard Antonio Daniels dunks against Toledo. Daniels leads BG against Ball State tonight
at Anderson Arena.

All Payne does for the Cardinal program is average 17.S
points and 10.8 rebounds a
game. Last year he led the
Cardinals In scoring, rebounding, blocked shots and field
goal percentage while on his
way to being named to the Al 1MAC first team.

BG assistant goes to Toronto
Mike Kazlmore
The BG News
After directing Bowling
Green's high-octane offense for
the last four years, assistant
football coach Mike Faragalll has
decided to take his talents back
north
Faragalll was selected as the
35th head coach of the Canadian
Football League's Toronto Argonauts Tuesday. He will take
over for Bob O'Billovich, who
stepped down Dec. 14 to concentrate on his duties as general
manager.
Faragalll becomes the fourth
man in as many years to walk the
sidelines as the Argo's head man.
Before joining the staff at BG,
Faragalll spent six seasons In the
CFL - including a three year
stint as the offensive coordinator
for the Edmonton Eskimos under
his father, Joe. He also helped
lead the Hamilton Tiger-Cats to
consecutive Grey Cup appearances In 1985-86.

"I'm really excited for Mike,"
BG head coach Gary Blackney
said. "It's a great credit for him
to be selected and a well deserved opportunity.
"I hate to lose him because he's
so good, but really It's a win-win
situation. Mike got a great job,
but at the same time it shows that
our program is a very good one."
During FaragalU's four year
stay at BG, the Falcons offense
led the league In scoring three
times - Including a 35.6 average
last season which ranked them in
the top ten nationally.
"He's a real creative guy,"
Blackney said. "He's got a great
offensive mind. But, at the same
time, he also understood and was
able to break defenses down.''
The key to any successful
offense starts at the quarterback
position "His greatest asset
though, might be his ability to
develop quarterbacks," Blackney said. Erik White was twotime conference MVP and Ryan

Henry finished second last year
and he still has a season to go. He
just had a great relationship with
all the quarterbacks."
Under the guidance of FaragaUi, Henry has blossomed into the
premier quarterback In the MidAmerican Conference. Last
season, Henry threw for a conference-record 25 touchdowns.
"He was a very personable
coach," Henry said. "He is so
knowledgeable, but the real key
with him Is mat he's also really
patient and that's a great combination."
"He's the only coach that I've
been under during my time here,
so there might be a little bit of an
adjustment to make. But I'm sure
that coach Blackney is going to
bring in somebody that fits our
offensive system and what we
want to accomplish"
With Faragalll gone, don't expect the Falcons' offensive production to leave with him.
"I dont think that we're going

to skip a beat offensively,"
Henry said. "I've already talked
with some coaches and we're going to do all the same things next
In fact, Blackney said that he
will probably stay within the organization in finding FaragalU's
replacement.
"Right now, what I'm leaning
toward doing Is to promote
someone on the staff. Mike will
be the first one to tell you that
there are some very capable
people on this staff that had a lot
of Input Into the offense.
"I want to maintain some consistency. I dont want to mate
any wholesale changes hearan—
we've been so successful with
what we've done over the last
fewyears.
"I really enjoyed our offense
last season because it was exciting and explosive and Mike had •
lot to do with that," Blackney
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Hoosier streak ended
by upstart Wolverines
Hank Unrankron
The Associated Press
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. - Indiana lost at home for the first
time In nearly four years Tuesday night as Michigan defeated
the Hoosiers 65-52, ending the
nation's longest current home
winning streak at SO games.
Freshman Maceo Baston came
off the bench to record seasonhighs of 13 points and 10 rebounds for the Wolverines, who
won In Assembly Hall for the
first time In seven visits.
Michigan (11-7. 5-2 Big Ten)
was the first team to beat Indiana
In Assembly Hall since Iowa recorded a 80-79 triumph on Feb.
21,1991.
Top-ranked Massachusetts
now has the longest home winning streak, 39 games.
Indiana (11-7, 3-3) fell behind
57-44 on a rebound basket by
Maurice Taylor and was unable

to mount a serious threat although Michigan dldnt have a
field goal over the final six
minutes.
Indiana mananged to cut the
deficit to 57-50 with 3:41 left on
two free throws by Brian Evans,
who finished with 16 points. Alan
Henderson, who brought a teamleading 24.1 average into the
game but managed only eight
points on 4-for-15 shooting, had a
chance to bring Indiana closer
with 3:05 to go but missed two
free throws.
Michigan then held off the
charge as It made eight of 10 free
throws over the final three
minutes.
Ray Jackson also had 13 points
for Michigan, which had a 44-27
rebound advantage.
Andrae Patterson of Indiana
scored all 13 of his points in the
second half.
Indiana went through two cold
spells that proved fatal against a

patient Michigan team. In the
first half, Michigan fell behind
for good when it went 6:38 without scoring. After Evans hit a
3-polnter to give Indiana a 9-5
lead, Michigan scored 14 straight
points. Baston had six In the
streak.
x
Henderson's jumper with 9:10
left In the half ended Indiana's
cold streak, which included six
misses and five turnovedrs.
In the second half, Indiana fell
behind 41-31 as It was outscored
5-1 over a span of 4:43. Michigan's aggressive man-to-man defense held Indiana to its lowest
point production of the season as
the Hoosiers shot 37.7 percent,
compared to a 48.1 mark for the
season.
Limiting Indiana to one shot on
nearly every possession, Michigan led 34-26 at halftime after
leading by 10 three times.

Four cities in running
for Winter Olympics
Stephen Wilson
The Associated Press
LAUSANNE, Switzerland - The race for the 2002 Whiter
Olympics will be among frontrunner Salt Lake City and challengers from Canada, Sweden
and Switzerland.
Salt Lake City was one of the
•four finalists selected Tuesday
as the International Olympic
Committee pared down the field
of nine candidate host cities.
The three other finalists are
Ostersund, Sweden; Quebec, and
Sion, Switzerland.
Eliminated from the race were
Graz, Austria; Jaca, Spain; Poprad-Talry, Slovakia; Sochi, Russia, and Tarvislo, Italy.
The four finalists now have
five months to pursue their cam-

paigns before the entire IOC
elects the host city June 16 at its
session in Budapest, Hungary.
Tuesday's decision means
there will be two candidates from
North America and two from
Europe in the final round.
There were no surprises in the
consensus decision by the IOC's
10-man selection committee,
which was announced in a crowded hall of the Olympic museum
by IOC president Juan Antonio
Samaranch.
The result reflected the findings of last month's IOC evaluation report, which rated Salt Lake
City, Ostersund, Quebec and S ion
way above the other five on technical merit.
"The four best were the four
selected," Samaranch said.
"The surprise would have been

Scholarship Money is Available
to Study Abroad

had there been a surprise," IOC
executive board member Richard Pound of Canada said. "It's
reassuring a selection college
would come to the conclusion
that it did."
Although the decision was predictable, it was highly satisfying
for Salt Lake City, which was
narrowly defeated by Nagano,
Japan, four years ago in the vote
for the 1998 Games.
"It felt great to hear our name
read out," Salt Lake bid chief
Tom Welch said. "We sat through
one of these before when our
name wasn't read out. I would
very much like to hear it read out
one more time (June 16)."
Salt Lake City has been the established favorite throughout the
current campaign. If successful,
the city would bring the Winter
Olympics to the United States for
the first time since Lake Placid,
N.Y.,lnl980.
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Mike Kazimore
0-0

Marty Fuller
0-0
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Name: _
Address:
Phone:.

Men
BG at Akron
Ball State at Miami
Eastern Mich, at Kent
Central Mich, at Ohio
Western Mich, at Toledo

BG
Miami
EMU
Ohio
Toledo

BG
Miami
EMU
Ohio
Toledo

Scott Brown
0-0
BG
Miami
EMU
Ohio
Toledo

Dave Feltner
0-0
BG
Miami
EMU
Ohio
Toledo

Women
Akron at BG
Ball State at Miami
Ohio at Central Mich.
Kent at Eastern Mich.
Western Mich, at Toledo

BG
Miami
Ohio
Kent
Toledo

BG
Miami
Ohio
Kent
Toledo

BG
Miami
Ohio
KernToledo

BG
Miami
Ohio
Kent
Toledo

MSU
Indiana
Minn.
Mich.
Wis.
Purdue

MSU
Indiana
Minn.
Mich.
Wis.
Penn St.

MSU
Indiana
Minn.
St. John's
Wis.
Purdue

Illinois
Indiana
Minn.
St. John's
Wis.
Purdue

Big Ten
Would like to welcome
lune Long
g our new
i
Nail
Technician
:nnici?

The International Education Committee of DGSU
Invites proposals / applications from students that
wish to study abroad In the Summer of 1993, the
Fall of 1995. and the Spring of 1996.

$10 OFF

Applications can be picked up at Continuing Education,
International and Summer Programs (40 College Fork)
and the Center for International Programs
(1106 Offenhauer West)

A FULL SET OF
SCULPTURED
NAILS

Michigan St. at Illinois
Indiana at Ohio State
Iowa at Minnesota
Michigan at St. John's
Northwestern at Wisconsin
Penn St. at Purdue

To win. circle your picks on the left-hand side and then turn in the contest form in to The BG News. 210 West
Hall. In case of ties, a winner will be drawn by a member of The BG News. All entries must be submitted by 5
p.m. Friday.

$5 OFF TOTAL BALANCE
10% OFF A MANICURE

Did you know

* First time clients only
• Expires 2-25-95

For more Information, coll 072-6161
or 072-0009
DEADLINE: FEDRUAAY 20,1995

\x I

that pranking is

141 W. Wooster

against the law?

354-8533

IHHII FALCON HOCKEY I KM» Wvs. ILLINOIS - CHICAGO - 7:00 l»M!
i:\Si \imissio> —lusi proM-ui your Nimh-m l.l>. ai I he door lor iidmission. Hear your orange!

RUSH
SIGMA PHI EPSILON

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

• #1 Manpower on Campus Fall "94

i Highest Chapter G.P.A. Fall "94

Campus Outstanding Creek Man

• Chapter Exoellenoe Award

• Senior Scholarship Award

Order of Omega Outstanding Fraternity Man

• Outstanding New Member

• Moat Community Service Houra

A

■in inii rimiiitiiiiii iiii'

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with our friendly staff!

e 24 Time "Beta 500* Championi

Commitment to Excellence
The Sig Ep House is located next to the Commons
and Rodgers Quad

354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)
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Hurricanes coach
sets loftier goals

Chargers immune to losses
Barry Wllner
The Associated Press
MIAMI - A decade of NFC
Super Bowl dominance means
nothing to the San Diego Chargers. They didn't lose any of
those games. They dldnt even
watch some of them.
"That might be an AFC thing,
but It ain't a Chargers thing,"
defensive end Chris Mlms said.
"When our season is over,
there's no more football for
me," Leslie O'Neal said.
The Chargers can ignore history. They can argue that
every year Is different, every
game is different, every team
is different.
They can argue until they
turn as blue as their uniforms,
but there is no denying the
NFC has won the last 10 Super
Bowls. And the San Francisco
49ers, San Diego's opponents in
Sunday's title game, won three
of those 10 and four overall.
All of which contributes to
the 49ers being 19-point
favorites to continue the NFC
run in which only two games
were close.
"The 49ers won four Super
Bowls," Chargers linebacker
David Griggs said. "The Chargers haven't won any. It's our
first time here and every year
for the past 10 years, the AFC
has gotten stomped. So, of
course, we're going to be the
underdogs.
"But it's motivation for us.
They're not unbeatable. I dont
think any team is unbeatable."
When a team carries the NFC
banner into the Super Bowl, it
turns out to be unbeatable. A
10-year streak is no fluke.

The string began with the
49ers' 38-16 victory over
Miami In 1985. San Francisco
also beat Cincinnati In 1989 and
Denver in 1990 (55-10 in the big
game's biggest rout).
Dallas handed Buffalo two
decisive defeats the past two
years. The Bills also lost to
Washington and the New York
Giants the previous two
seasons.
The Washington Redskins
beat the Broncos in 1988, a
year after the Giants did it.
And the Chicago Bears humiliated the New England
Patriots in 1986.
Ten years. Ten wins. Eight
blowouts.
"I think the record speaks
for Itself," 49ers tight end
Brent Jones said. "But there
have been a lot of great players
in the AFC. It's just they dldnt
have the great teams, like the
NFC has had.
"It's like in baseball, when
you have a run where the
National League dominates the
American, then the other way
happens. I'm sure' it will turn
around eventually. We Just
hope it wont be this one."
Several ingredients have
contributed to the NFC streak:
Bigger offensive and defensive lines.
With the exception of 1989
(49ers vs. Bengals), the NFC
team generally had more bulk
and power up front. That was
especially true of the Redskins
and Cowboys.
Better coaching.
AFC fans can argue forever
that Don Shula, Marv Levy and
Dan Reeves are perennial winners. True.
But when they met Bill

Stevs Wine
The Associated Press

AP pkoto/Loli Btrnitr In

San Diego Chargers running back Natrone Means carries the
ball against the Miami Dolphins during AFC playoff action.
Walsh or Bill Parcells or Jimmy Johnson in the Super Bowl,
they were outcoached. Either
they got away from their
strengths or they couldn't cope
with the adjustments made by

20,000
readers

their counterparts.
Better running games.
No argument here. Nearly
every NFC team was far more
accomplished with its ground
attack, particularly when Denver or Miami was the opponent.

Please
Do not Drink
and Drive!!

CORAL GABLES, Fla. - Butch
Davis embraces the high expectations Dennis Erickson sought
to escape.
Davis began his new job Tuesday as coach of the Miami Hurricanes, eager to relnvigorate a
program that produced four
national championships from
1983 to 1991.
He succeeds Erickson, whose
departure two weeks ago for the
Seattle Seahawks was punctuated by complaints about
Miami fans.
They can't cope with an occasional defeat, Erickson said.
That's fine, Davis said.
"I would be disappointed If this
was a university that did not have
great expectations," he said at a
news conference. "I can promise
you this: No fans and no media
will have greater expectations
than the coaches and players."
Davis, who has spent 15 of his
22 years In coaching as an assistant to Jimmy Johnson, gave his
new players this introductory
message: "Get ready to win."
Davis, 43, knows something
about winning. He spent the past
six seasons as an assistant coach
with the Dallas Cowboys, including the past two as defensive coordinator, and acquired a pair of
Super Bowl rings. He was a Hurricanes' assistant for five years,
including their national championship season of 1987.
But he may not have been
Miami's first choice for the job.
University officials made initial
contact with him last Friday only
after two strong candidates Colorado State's Sonny Lubick
and Youngstown State's Jim
Tressel - withdrew. Several other
college head coaches turned
down invitations to interview
with Miami.
"I don't know how many people
' were actually truly Interested
and disinterested," Davis said.
"And I'll tell you what - I don't
really care. I wanted to be the

IcpE FIJI

head football coach at the University of Miami, and whoever
dldnt want to be, that's their own
business."
Davis was the top choice from
the outset, athletic director Paul
Dee said, even though at the beginning of the search. Dee said
he wanted someone with a headcoaching background. Davis
spent one year as a head coach at
Tulsa Rogers High School in
1978.
"I had no problem retreating
from that particular statement,"
Dee said, because of Davis'
leadership qualities.
The hiring drew praise from
Johnson, former Cowboys assistant Dave Wannstedt and such
players as Russell Maryland and
Michael Irvln, who spent time
with Davis in both Miami and
Dallas.
"He develops great rapport
with players," Maryland said.
"He's always whooping and hollering in practice. He's a very
hands-on type of guy."
Paul Hilton Davis gives the
Hurricanes a new look. He is taller than Erickson and uses less
hair spray than Johnson. He'll
likely favor a two-back offense
and at the behest of university
administrators attempt to tone
down Miami's notorious showboat behavior.
"We want to be the classiest
outfit in Division I," he said.
Possible NCAA probes of a Pell
Grant scandal and play-for-pay
scheme aren't a concern, Davis
said. For him, the slate starts
clean.
With the Super Bowl teams in
town, Davis' 30-mlnute news conference drew 60 members of the
media, along with much of the
university's athletic department.
"This is a true lifelong dream,"
Davis told the crowd In his Oklahoma twang.
He arrived in Miami on Monday night, leaving behind his
wife and 2-year-old son. His
voice broke once during the news
conference when he said he regretted his vrtf e's absence.

ATA AXA

JUST BECAUSE
IT'S THE LAST
NIGHT OF
DOESN'T
MEAN IT
CAN'T BE
YOUR FIRST.
A reminder from
Interfraternity
Council that the last
night for Spring
Fraternity RUSH is
Wednesday,
January 25th from
7:30 - 9:30 pm.
AXd)
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SERVICES OFFERED

CAMPUS EVENTS
"AMERICAN MARKET NG ASSOCIATION"
AnyarM HHMMd ti bMotmng v AMA nwmber can sign up In tmnt ol th* AMA IWKIII
to the BA building. Moo.. Jn 29 - Fit. Jn. 27
Irom10-2pm.
"AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATE"
VMarttan Education MajorsJoin in* Ohio Student Education Aseodeton!
Membership Drive 0 am. - 3 p.m. Education
Building Jan. 23 Jen 27
7Tt - CM Amy Moor* 354-50B4
O.S.EA.
Attention kiternallonal Sludwtt*
Iniamanonal stuoentt interested in learning
mor* about the Tax Treaty MMWI M horn*
country and tie Unrtod Sam* ar* Invited to aland a general information s*s»on to b* oltered by a ropreeentetvo ol th* Internal R.venu* Service on Saturday. January 28, 1885
from 10:00am to 2:00pm. B*cauu w* nwf lo
know how many itudantt ar* atun0.no please
sign up at in* Cent*- tor International Program* 1106 Oltonhauer Wa*t btlore Saturday
(Jan 28). For any questions plea** cal
372-2247.
Attention AMA Member!:
Looking lor something lo do Frl., Jan. 27? Join
u* at BW-3 tor HAPPY HOURS at 6 00 pm.
rtop*cs»*youth»r«l
Bob Marley Reggae Tribute is on Sat. Jan. 28
O 9 pm. Union Ballroom, with In Ark Band. A
Caribbean Assoc Event. (Root* mu»lc)
Code* Home Featuring
TOM GORMAN AND PARALLAX VIEW
Thura. Jan 28 8pm. St Thomu More Firetide
lounge. Sponsored by STM Student Conneeeon.
Envkonmantal Action Group
Join UB and bacom* involved with our Earth
Day preparatons and Wait* Reduction CommitVM. Every W*dn*tday at 9O0 PM in 101
BA.
FMA - Financial Management Aaaoc.
BA 114-7:30 wen
* Co-op Information'
Informal - y*t totormatt»*
FREEPCHAIII
tor anyone interested In the
RED CROSS BLO00MOBILE POSTER
HANG-UP COMMITTEE
Meeting January 25th «?9:00pm
101 Paych BkJg.
"Buildings wm be assigned and posters
will be handed out at this meeting"
Any quMSom, Cal Suaan © 353-0248
Hey Everyone. Don't Forgetl
•OSU tor CAMP
meetl every Wed.. O.DOpm
atUCF
Help Send underprivileged Children
to Summer Campl

Attention Studentell
Uta Tan la now open. Call Now 352-2358.
Package* ant 10 tana tor 125 and receive en*
tree tan with porches* ol package efcouponl
We are now located at 325 E. Woostor across
th* street rrom Taco Bell. Mhlnd Victorian Hair
Oatary.upatelral
Chritaanwrll
cave for your child.
Call 688-0808
For your Valentine: Personalized 9" Heart
shaped chocolate chip or sugar cookie. $500
each Free Delivery. Pr*-paid order*. Cat
352-7878 tor mom Into.
FREE FINANCIAL AID!
Over 18 MM in private sector grants 1 scholarships I* now available All students ar* aelwjibt« regvdkttt of grades. Income, or parents
Incom*. Let us help. Can Student Financial
Services
1-800-263-8495 e»t.FS5441.
GOING TO DAYTOHA7
8129 /person. Booking oVect Savesl Suites,
kiicherwrte.. al baachfront in th* heart of
Spring Breakll1-800-8S8-7*23
Paper* and r*sum** don* on Macintosh or
IBM. Affordable rales Call 422-5510 after 3
pm. Work don* on campus - «a»y access.
Taroi Card Reading
$8.00
Call 353-1337: Heather
UAO Spring Break trip lo Panama City Beach.
Packages now on sale. Sign up in UAO offlc*
(3rd floor in th* Union Building) or in Union
toyer 11:00-3:00 Jan 23- Jan. 27. Lend Packages 1181. Full Package - (Tranaporatlon 8
Lodging) $253. All room* are beach from. Sign
upaoonl

PERSONALS
•PROOT HALL - THE PLACE TO BE"
Applications to liv* in Proul Hal
tor th* 95-98 year will be available
to anyone staring 2/1/95 at:
The Prout Main Desk
The Harahman Main Desk or
425 Student Service*
Applications Due 2/14/95
•PROUT HALL - THE PLACE TO BE'
AGD'AGD'AGD
Congratulation*
Alpha Gamma Delta
For donating th* most money
to chanties lor Fall'941
Total 0183,5601
You guye ar* aw*eom*ll
AGD'AGD'AGD
AGD-AGD'AGD
Congratulatory
Alpha Gamma Delta
on having
The highest percentage
ol doers a ma
Bloodmobie In Nov*mb*rl
K**p up •» goo*) worn!
AGD'AGD'AGD

Hospitality Mgmt. Society
and Eta Sigma Delta
MONTHLY MEETING
4000 BAA
790 PMThuraday. January 28

I PC CLUB Spring Informational Mooting'
Thura. January 28 7:30pm 103 BA
Sweatshirts wilt be available tor pick upl

Papa

and

Recruiting all Amaieur Comedians I
AMATEUR COMEDY NIGHT - FEB. 9
830 pm in Sie Bowl N Greervary
PRIZES TO TOP COMEDIANS

Admleeion le tree
SIGN UP M UAOOFFCE (330 UNION)
JAN23TOFE85
Cal 2-2343 or 2-7184 tor Wo.
Tho Antarican Marketing Aaaoexatton wil D*
holding Ha far*) MANDATORY informal meeting
olthae*mialironW*d..Jan.25al730pmln
BA 116. Come eee whafs In store for the sern**ter and enjoy pin* *nd pop tool

Th* office of dleabllltyieeourcee
sa forming • Networking/Support Group.
InsrvvrJuela Include *tud*nla wflh physical,
mentel, and warning dtaabllKle*.
Weekly mating* Monday. 8:00 pm. 117

UNIVERSITY RED CROSS
Wli b* having a meeting Wed. Jan. 25tl at
9:00pmln101 Psyc. Anyone wishing lo help •
great caus* and make th* February blood
drive ■ *uccs«s I* nwlcom* to attend N you
havearwouestionscallk*chaelat352-4144.

beetle
hi Co
Waanasday, Jan. 25,7:30pm., 102 BA
Speaker: Angela Riddel, TV-11 Promoaon
ruitlft Topic: Cheng* at TV-13 from NBC
to ABC

Homemade aoupa and Oessernl Daily speoals
and bullet available. And donl torget- BG'*
boat braaoaltckal PagHafa Pcna 945 S. Main.
LAGALAGALAGALAGA

372-0555 '372-0555
Th* L*st-an .nd Gay
InlormatJonLine
is now open
Monday*. Wednesdays, and Friday*
from 700- 1000 pm
Question*, comments, and concerns
regarding th* homosexual community
LAG A or panel requests.
LAG A does not counsel
but can refer to counselors

372-0555'372-0555
LAG A aril hold ■ mee ling thit
Thursday al 8.30pm at the
Off Campus Student Center in
Moseley Hall.
Topic-Coming Our
LAG A is open to al Gay,
Lesbian, Bisexual and supportive
members ol the community.
LAG A LAGAIAGA LAG A
Omega Phi Alpha
Chapter Jan. 29th
630 BA 114
S**YouTh*r*l
Organizational Pre.ld.nl.
The dead:™ tor outstanding senior
nominations Is
January31.1995
Return to Maeti Alumni C*nt*r.
Papa John*
Now Accepting VISA and MASTERCARD
Call Now 353-PAPA
Phi Kappa Tau Phi Kappa Tau Phi Kappa Tau
Rush Rush Rush
Phi Kappa Tau Phi Kappa Tau Phi Kappa Tau
PHI PSI PHI PSI PHI PSI
Grab a dale lor Thuraday night
meet at the Houe* at 830
Mor* det.i I. then
PHI PSI PHI PSI PHI PSI
Refrigerator Rental
Call Space Savors

352-5475
RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI... RUSH

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
WED. JAN 25
7-10PM
Bring afriandl
Casual Dr.ss
AGD'OPENHOUSE'AGD
AGD-KATE-AGO
Congratulation. Limel
I'm so proud you are on exec
You'll be gre.ll
love-Your Bk)
AOO-KATE-AQD

CAU.D»3ENEDETTO«
for your
Superbowl Party Sub Now II
Ham, salami, swiss,
provolona. turkey plus condimenta.
FREE DELIVERY
352-4883
Core** I louaa Featuring
TOM GORMAN AND PARALLAX VIEW
Thur. Jan. 26 9pm, St Thomas More Fireside
Lounge. Sponsored by STM Student Conneclon.
CutTa* | irjuaa r*w>ii1no
TOM GORMAN AND PARALLAX VIEW
Thur*. Jan. 28 9pm, St Thoma* Mor* FttMH*
Lounge. Sponsored by STM Student Connootion
CS and MIS major* donl torget tie Employer
Fair on Wedneeday. January 25. 1995 In tie
Grand Ballroom from 630 to 900 PM. If you
have queMon*, call Co-op Office el 372-2451

RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI... RUSH
RUSH PI KAPPA PHI
on
Tuesday Jan. 24 (wings)
Wednesday Jan. 25 (Burger* 8 hot dogs)
Com* tor food, billiards, music, *ic.

ttCHOLARSHIP MONEY
AVAILABLE
TO STUDY ABROAD
lor Summer 1995. Fal 1995 8 Spring 1988
Call the Center tor
IniemaDonal Program. 372-0309
Ceadarv*: February ». 1988
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLOROA FROM 891 PER PERSON PER
WEEK. FREE INFO. 1-800-488-8828.
Th* Btoodmooile wil be h*r* F*b. 2-8 in ti*
NE Commons. Please call and make an appointment to donate and help us m*k.ih.F.brusBYblooddrtwasuooaaa.
THETA CHI RUSH THETA CHI RUSH
Com* see th* best th* Greek system ha* to
offer
THETA CHI RUSH
Jan. 18.18.24 PI Bate Phi House
Jan. 25 That. Chi Hous.
•Comer ol Ridge and Main
730-930 U days
UPS AT THE UNION
Need, pert timeiob??
UPS I* accepting appHcations
Wed. Jan 25th 9am-4pm
in He Student Union
UP«a» AN MO EMPLOYER
UMATTMUMON
UWATTWUNaON
UPSATTHEUNION
UWATTWIJMON

DISCOVER EUROPE
Summer Sfljdy Program In France
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE
mformaaonal Meeting
Tua»„ Jan. 31.1995-9:00pm
lOOOBABIdg.
Stephana. Devis:
-YouH never get ano Her chance
to discover to muchof Europe and
experience so much of th* cuhure
*• you do on ta* Me)."

Wf AM ONI WITH CHRIST
Com* torn us for our muKI-cuttural worahlp
at Ih. uMvererly Lutheran Chapel Sunday
Feb. 8 at IthKpm We am located on E.
Woostar acroas fwm Rodger*. Al nattonalo*.
«nd«g**srew*iccrm. Hopeceeeyoutherel

For mor* Inform*Bon call
Ed MsJer 372-8198 or 353-3172
Dr. Chaao 372-8180 or 362-8012

Th*nkyouandOodbi*ssl
You guys are greatl

uajasu—

LETS GO

W*f* you driving In 8 wh.1* f*ep Cherokee
Sunday the 22nd around 7 p.m.?

Seasonal employment available as a whitewaur raft guide In W. VA. Experience not required. Musi be 19 years old, have current
CPR and Ivst aM. Contact Nonh American
P.iv*r Runners. P.O. Box 81. Wco. WV2585*.
1-8O0-95O-2585 EOE

WANTED
1 M. roommate for Fall TO and Spring'96
Furnished 2 bdrmapt.ro share with 2 m.
Phone 352-8142 ask tor Scott
Child care needed for two children In my horn*.
M-Thur* 2-5:30 pm. Musi have reliable transportation and r*T*r*no*s. Would be wiling to
have more than on* person with alternating
scriedufe*. Call 354-3524.

Gal Involvedl Share your leadership skillsl
SO.LO. (Student Orannations L*adership
Davatopmrjrrl) I* looking lor now members.
Applications are availabl* starting Jan. 23 at
405 Student Services (Ft*turn by F*b. 3 to 405
S. Services) An Info-Night wil b* held on Feb.
3 in Room 102 In th* Business Administration
Butting, (ft at not mandatory to attend).

AGD'OPENHOUSE'AGD

woo/it
THE BlOODaJOtMlI t* COMtNQ
THE 8 LOOOttOBILE tS COMING
THE ILOOOMOBILE » COM KM
CALL 182-4878 TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT

ENVfPONACNTALISTS
HEY HIPPIES
Ar* you • tree-hugging. Birkenslock wearing.
peace-loving social activist? We oiler fantastic
opportunities to get involved In th. issues you
too*. 4-10pm. 8250 Wk. 241-7874 tor kite. Offlam Toledo.

In Brotherhood we
Flourish

Com* m**i th* women of
Now Charge Itl
John* Now Accepts VISA
MASTERCARD
Cal I Now 1353-PA PA

Dry Cleaning Service
Coltegiate Correction
531 Ridge St
352-8333

Female room male needed

lor 95/96 school y—i
Cat! Laura al 372-8200
Panama City Baach tor Spring Break
Need 2 female* to room wit! us.
Transportation included If needed
Call Laurie at (419) 641-9833
Leave message and 111 cal you back
Roommate needed for summer "95 and/or
nest school year. Own bedroom in a two badroom apartment. Cloft* to campus1 Pay onry
electric and phone. Cal Stove or Jed at
354-4420.

HELPWANTED
81750 weekly possible
mailing our circulars.
for Into cal 202-296-9065
—SPRING BREAK 88—
America'. #1 Spring Break Companyl
Cancun. Bahamas,or Ftoridal
110% Lowest Price Guarantee' Organize 15
friend* and TRAVEL FREEI Call for our finalized 1995 Party Schodute.ll (800) 95-BREAK
1895 SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
T A.S.P. International Is looking for highly motivated, hard working student to join our management firm. Gain valuable experience to Improve your re*um*. Averag* earnings ar* b*tween 88.000 -10.000. Positions ar* «vailable
Mi select Cleveland suburbs, Akron, and Canton. For more Information call Matt Scherer @

SUMMER CAMP. Co-Ed. YMCA Sleepaway
camp in beauutul N.W. New Jersey need*
summer staff 6/18 - 8/20. Counselors and activity specialists. No experience required - just
love kids and working outdoors. Salary rang*
from 81400 - 82000 for season Plus room and
board. Writ* or call YMCA Camp Mason, 23
Birch Ridge Rd. Blaiislown. NJ. 07825.
906-362-8217. For information and an appiicatton.
SUMME R JOBS - COUNSELORS 8 STAFF
BOYS SPORTS CAMP/MASS. TOP SALARY
RMfBD/LAUNORY. TRAVEL ALLOWANCE.
MUST HAVE SKIL IN ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES.
Archery, Baseball, Basketball. Drums. FoStball. Golf. Guitar. Ice Hockey. Lacrosse. Lifeguard. Nature, Nurses, Photography, Piano,
Pad. Rocketry. RoHarbiading. Ropes, Sailing,
Scuba, Secretary, Soccer, Tennis, Track,
Video. Wutrakl. Windsurfing. Weights, Wood.
Yearbook. Cal or write: Camp Wnadu. 2255
Glades Rd., Suite 406E. Boca Raton. FL
33431,(800)404-8238.
Recruiter wit be on campus
DATE: 2/21 TIME: 10:00am - 4:00pm
PLACE: Ohio Suite, Student Union
STOP BY - NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY.
Summer Management Positions
Arthur Victor Palming, Inc. Is searching tor ambitious students to fill management positions m
Columbus. Dayton, and Cincinnati. Comprehensive training program, possibt. internship
for related major*. Call 1 ■800-775-4745.

FOR SALE

1-600-543-3792.
COUNSELORS 8 INSTRUCTORS
naededl
Private, coed summ*r camp in Pocono Mm*.,
ME Pennsylvania. Lohikan, Box 234BG,
Kenll«or*i,NJ07033. (908) 278-0888.

500 SUMMER CAMP OPPORTUNfTIES N
NY. PA. NEW ENGLAND. Choose from over
30 camps. Instructors needed: Tennis. Baseball. Hockey, Rolerblading, Soccer, LaCross*.
Softball. Volleyball. Basketball. PE Majors.
Gymnastics. Riding. Lifeguard, WSI, Water-skiing, Sailing, Windsurfing, Fitness. Archery,
Mountain Biking, Pioneering. Rockclimbing.
Ropes. Dance, Piano Accompamast. Dramatics, Ceramics. Stained Glass, Jewelry,
Wood-Working, Photography, Radio, Mature.
RN't, Chefs, Food Service Call Artene:
1-600-443-6428:616-433-8033.
ATTENTION GRADUATE STUDENTS
The Gradual* College Professional Development Program (GCPDP) is seeking highly motivated Individuals to serve as Development
Leader* for th* 1995 program. Development
Leaders are responsible for assisting Incoming
gradual* students with the transition to gradual* school and the planning ol departmental
programming during GCPOPe summer activities For more inlormaion, please contact your
graduate coordinator OR cell GCPDP olfice al
372-8821.
Babysitter for Infant 8 kindergartener In my
home. Cal 353-2847. Nancy.
BEAUTICIANS - FAMOUS HAIR
BETTER working conditions. BETTER pay.
BETTER choice ol tocailon. BETTER chenc*
of being hired Immedielely. Management posilions availabl*. 1-a00-569-HAIR
BEAUTICIANS - FAMOUS HAIR
BETTER working conditions.
BETTER pay. BETTER choice of
location, BETTER chance of
being hired immediately.
Management positions available
1-8O0-569-HAIR
BUSINESS/COMPUTER SCIENCE RELATED. ATTENTION 1ST OR 2ND YEAR
STUDENTS'! Ideal hours and excellent pay to
fit your school schedule. 2-3 days a week. 2nd
shift position available with major Fortune 500
Company tor computer operaior/monnor.
Company will provide extensive training but
some computer knowledge required, ideal
candidate will possess excellent people skills,
drive and initiative. Please Call Today 11 Ask tor
Jennifer or Deborah.
KELLY SERVICES...
NEVER A FEE...
4ig-292-0555
Do you want a r*al job fiia summer?
Gel a co-op Thru Financial Management Aa*o.
Information Mtg.BA 114. 730 Wed.
888888888
Earn cash stuffing envelope, al home. All malarial* provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box
10075, Oletho.KS 88051.
Fun Pan-Time Work
For iggs/ge achool year. Play constumad
cfwdrens educational characters Hi pre-grad
schools. Cal Bob at (814) 488-4445

81 Aw**om* Spring Br.akl Panama Cilyl 8
Days Oceanview Room With A Kitchen $1291
Walk To Besl Barsl Includes Free Discount
Card Which Will Save You $100 on
Food/Drinks! 1-B0O-678-63B6.
»1 Aw*som* Florida's Spring Break Hotspolsl
Cocoa Beach (Near DI*n«y)-27 Acre Deluxe
Beachfront Resort 7 Nights $1591 Key West
$2291 Dayiona Beach Room With Kitchen
From $12011-800-676-6386.
81 Awesome Spring Break' Cancun 8 Jamaical Includes Roundmp Airfare from Columbus 8 Holel For 7 Night* From $4391 Hurryl
Space Win Set Oull Spring Break Travel
1-800-878O88.
81 Awesome Spring Break' Bahamas Party
Cruise 6 Days $2791 Includes 12 Meals 8 8
FM P*rlieel Greet Beaches 8 NaghdrFol A
HUGE Party I Spring Break Travel
1-800-678-6388.
1 Leather Bomber Jacket with zip-out liner.
Paid $200., asking $100. Leave message in
OCMB S4363 or cafl 285-3011
1 gao PontJac Grand Prii
Sunroof. AfvVFM Cass., New Tir.s

MuslS*lllll$S00/o.bo.
Call 353-2216
1988 Nissan Sentra, Sap, 102K, whit*, in good
condition, mns very good. $1000 Firm. And. 13"
Sony Color TV $60. Call 353-4410.
01 Grand Am
cruise. Bit, air, on* owner. $8000
3S3-98O1-day354-0213-«v.

Wedding Gown. Ivory shantung
size 10. lac* and peart accents.
Call 566 5197
'63'4Dr.Ch*»*n*
lot. of new equip and AaVFM Case alls,
8700 o.b o. Can or two* menage @
884-4887.
•5' 2 dr. Chev.tt. Coupe
Great eampue/eommuter cr-AM/FM
Casa. 8700/o.b.o Call/leav. meeaag* &
354-48137.

FOR RENT
3 bdrm. Apartment renting for Summer and/or
FaJ g or 12 mo. lease available, cal Bill at
362-4188.
3 bdrm. upstairs apt. BG, OH on Woosasr, 1
bik. off Main. Immediate occupancy. 354-1812
em. 351. after 8pm 352-7826
3530325 - CARTY RENTALS
95/96 Houses and Apt. listings availabl*. Pick
up at 318 E. Merry Apt 3 or call to have ii

mailed
353-0325 - CARTY RENTALS
Subleasing available tor 2nd Semester.
Close 10 campus. Call today.
Apartment tor rent, available immediately. 2
BR. ctos* to campus. Call 353-0540.
Apt*. 850 Soon Hamilton 2bika from camp.
Nice, fum., air, laud., reserved parking. 4 people max. No pan. 10 month lease $875Vmo.
12 month leas* 8820/mo. 287-3233/alnr
5:00.287-4255.
Ct*an 8 well managed 2 bedroom apts.
704 581 St/7107«l St.
0812 month loases. Call 352-3445.
Duplex 838 1/2 Scott Hamilton 2 bike, from
camp. 1 yr. old build.. Semi fum.. reserved
parking. 3 people max. No pals, avail. May 95*.
12 mo leas*. $470/mo. 267-3233/ after 5:00
287-4255.
Efficiency Apartment ctos* to campus
9 or 12 month lease available.
Call Bin at 352-4168
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 THIRD STREET
Now renting tor 1995 96 8 summer 1995
2BRS1 BR units
Fusy (urn. A air conditioned
Convenient Location
Reasonable Rales

Call 352-4966
Great apartment with access to pool al Perry
Lakes. Ten minutes from campus. Renter
needed immediately! Call Mike 674-7641.
Houe* 234 S College. 1 1/2 blks. Irom
camp. 4 p*opl* max. No pots, avail May 95'
12 mo. lease. $575 par month. 287-3233/ after
5 W 287-4255.
Houses $ duplexes for 95-98 school year. 12
mo. leases only. Starting in May. Stove Smith
352-8917.
HOUSES FOR RENT
Local owners, all 12 mo. leases, tenants pay al
utilities, sac. dap. of 1 mo. rent, rent paid quarterly, gas heal 8 hot water, parental guarantee
required:
233 W. Merry 4 BR. must have al toast 4 people. $67S/mo.. nail, in August 95.
730 Elm 2 BR, 1 bath, $37S/mo.. aval. In August gs.
316 Rldg* (rear), 1 BR, gas included, washeridryer. $300'mo . avail. May 95.
834 S. College Duplex, 4 yrs. old, 3 BR. 2
bath, air cond , alec, heal, washer/dryer,
$780/mo . Unit A and Uri 8 aval May 95
Phone 354-2854 days, 352-2330 evenings

9600 Baud Intel fax/modem
$800 8 0
Call 354-8065

Houses, 1 and 2 BR apanmenta.
1 year, nine months, or summer leases.

Brand new Digital Pager
with many options - $50.00
Call 353-2218

M/F Sublease! needed ASAP. House is dose
to campus. 4 nice guys $140/mo »Inf. Pleat*
cal Shannon at 354-7204

Brother Word Processor
3400 full screen monitor
$225 O.B.O. call Cheryl al 352-1427

Periling Spec* for r.nl dos* to Kohl Hall
$90. semester
Call 354-1823

Eagle Talon, go. New tires. AMFM cassette.
Air. Red. Must —II354-2324.
Hockey equipment, eicaflent condnon, Cooper pans, Cooper mask.Shin guards, locks, and
KOHOUHraFlbr* Stick. Call 372-5470
MACINTOSH Compulsr.
Compl»t* *y*t*m Including printer only
$898
Call Chri* 8j 800-289-5885.
Panama City Beach, The G.lor Rook*
The Holiday Inn Sun Spree Reeort
7 Night, for $179 P.P.: Call 800-4104887.
Sharp

system with CD player.
$250 O.B.O
Call 353-0833

Vito Clarinet, verywel cared lor.
Lists new retail $420. wi sell tor $200

Call 372-5470

352-7454.

Room aval. In BG home. $195 mo.
Grad. male pretored
Cal 352-1831 or 354-6701 toava message
Roommate needed tnmedlatefy- Spring S»moster. Low Rent. Close to campus. Call Kevin
353-4118.
Subleaser Needed
Off campus Apt. Avail. Jan. 1995
Female Roommate share w/ 3 girts.
Call 419-353-0523 or
412-835-0631.
SubkMMr* wanted. 2 bdmi-.pt 810 5ih SL
Laundry teal. Fum. Bath and 1/2.2-4 people.
Call Rob al 354-5623.
Summer Subleases Needed
2 Bdrm. Apt. Behind Kinkoa
Free Air Cond 353-642B

Help Wanled:
8-10 enthusiastic Individuals to photograph on
and oil campus. No exportonc* necessary.
Equipment and training provided. Call
353-1410.
MODELS!! needed tor taahion. For coversbeautlful tacea. for hoeiery-gre.t legs, tor shoe
modeling-* SB sho* sin. Send ht.wt. stats 8
photos (snapshots OK). No experience necessary. Studio Wett Fashion Photography Box *
8801 Toledo OHIO 43828.
Our company la looking tor individuals who
want to gain extensive management experi•no* tils summer. Earn 88000 to 810.000 per
summer. Positions availabl* throughout th*
IvlOwesL 800-867-1860.
Pointers, formen and managers!
CM College Pro Painters
RESORT JOBS
Earn to 812rhr. A dps. Theme Parka, Hotels,
Spaa, 8 mor*. Tropical A Mountain daatlnation.. Call 1-206-632-0150 ext. R55441.

Bartenders
GOOD PEOPLE ARE THE KEY TO EVERYTHING
WE WANT TO BE AT TONY PACKO'S CAFE. IF
YOU ARE ONE OF THESE PEOPLE, YOUNG OR
SENIOR, WE NEED YOUI
HERE IS WHAT TWO BOWLING GREEN
STUDENTS HAVE TO SAY ABOUT WORKING AT
TONY PACKO'S CAFE:
"GREAT TIPS, GREAT STAFF, NO STRESS - THE
BEST JOB AROUNDr
MIKE OBERTACZ, EDUCATION MAJOR

BURSARABLE

CROSS COUNTRY SKIING
AT OAK OPENINGS
Jan. 28 wWrUAO's Outdoor
Recreation Committee! Price $12.00
includes
ski rental, transportation, and food.
Sign up by 5:00 pm on the 26th in the
USB® office 330 Union
Jg|
FOR MORE INFO CALL 372-2343 ^2r

SPRIMG BREAK '95I Guaranteed lowest
prices U.SA. Party in Jamaica. Cancun. Bahamas. Florida, Padre. Organize group travel
free' Call tor into & pnees SUN SPLASH
TOURS 1-800- 428-7710.

250

1-800-346-4649

From He girl stuck in the snow on Rl. 75 to tie
gi*y Honda Accord

The BG News
Wednesday, January 25,1995

CENTER FOR CHOICE

II

ConlldarrUtrH88«n Cars For Woman

•' Student fee
• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
• Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal
support
16 N. Huron ,
T0M0.0H 4360*5
1-6O0-669-6005

"TONYPACKOS IS AN EXCELLENT PLACE TO
GAIN WAR1 (WEIGHT?) EXPERIENCE & GOOD
CASH."
DAN GIBBONS, SENIOR SPORTS MANG.
JOIN MIKE, DAN AND OTHER BGSU STUDENTS
AT TONY PACKO'S CAFE.
APPLY IN PERSON MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
1902 FRONT STREET AT CONSAUL
or call 691-1953

